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Abstract

It is noted that the standard t-norm definitions of conditional probability of fuzzy events are probability / possibility inconsistent. Two alternative definitions are proposed and their consistency with two definitions of the possibility of fuzzy events is investigated.

1 Introduction

Modelling real world problems typically involves processing uncertainty of two distinct types. These are uncertainty arising from a lack of knowledge relating to concepts which, in the sense of classical logic, may be well defined and uncertainty due to inherent vagueness in concepts themselves. Traditionally the above are modelled in terms of probability theory and fuzzy set theory respectively. Furthermore, there are many situations where we have insufficient information regarding vague or fuzzy concepts. That is where both types of uncertainty are present. This suggests the need for theories of the probability and possibility of fuzzy events. In [10] Zadeh proposes that the probability of fuzzy events of the form $X \in f$ is interpreted to mean that the random variable $X$ has the possibility distribution $\chi_g$ so that

$$\forall S \subseteq \Omega \quad Pos(X \in S | X \in g) = \sup_{x \in S} \chi_g(x)$$

Zadeh then extends the above notion of possibility to fuzzy events as follows:

**Definition 2.1 (Zadeh)**

For $f$ and $g$ fuzzy subsets of $\Omega$

$$Pos_z(X \in f | X \in g) = \sup_{x \in \Omega} \min(\chi_f(x), \chi_g(x))$$

There are, of course, innumerable alternative extensions of possibility measures to fuzzy sets consistent with the crisp case, however, for the scope of this paper we shall consider only the following:

**Definition 2.2**

For $f$ and $g$ fuzzy subsets of $\Omega$

$$Pos_A(X \in f | X \in g) = \int_{f_y} Pos(X \in S | X \in g) \, dy$$

provided this integral exists and is left undefined otherwise. Here, in accordance with standard notation, $f_y$ denotes the $y$’th $\alpha$-cut of $f$.

In the sequel we shall provide some justification for this alternative definition in terms of a general mechanism for extending set theoretic operations to fuzzy sets.

Smets [9] extends the notion of a belief function to fuzzy sets together with the corresponding notion of a plausibility measure. In this framework both of the above definitions are valid measures of
3 The Principle of Probability / Possibility Consistency

Now given the above interpretation of fuzzy events it would seem a requirement of any definition of the conditional probability of fuzzy events that it should be probability / possibility consistent in the following sense:

for any $f$ and $g$ fuzzy subsets of $\Omega$

$$\text{Prob}(X \in f \mid X \in g) \leq \text{Pos}(X \in f \mid X \in g)$$

The notion of probability / possibility consistency was introduced by Zadeh in [11] although it is clear that he had a somewhat weaker constraint in mind. For example, he comments: “It should be understood, of course, that the possibility / probability consistency principle is not a precise law or a relationship that is intrinsic in the concepts of possibility and probability. Rather it is an approximate formalization of the heuristic observation that a lessening of the possibility of an event tends to lessen its probability - but not vice-versa.” An investigation into alternative notions of probability / possibility consistency can be found in Delgado and Moral [5]. For this paper, however, we shall adopt the strong principle as stated above in accordance with Dubois and Prade (see [6]).

Of course the principle of probability / possibility consistency has different implications depending on how we extend possibility measures to fuzzy events, however, the following example shows that no t-norm definition of the conditional probability of fuzzy events satisfies this principle even for the case when $f$ is crisp.

Example

Let $X$ be a random variable into $\Omega = \{a, b, c\}$ distributed according to the uniform distribution. Further let $S = \{b, c\}$ and $g = a/1 + b/0.4 + c/0.34$ then according to the t-norm definition of conditional probability we have that

$$\frac{\land_1(1, 0.4) + \land_1(1, 0.35)}{1 + 0.4 + 0.35} \approx 0.4285$$

However

$$\max(0.4, 0.35) = 0.4$$

4 Alternative Definitions for the Conditional Probability of Fuzzy Events

In the sequel we propose two alternative definitions for the conditional probability of fuzzy events one being consistent with $\text{Pos}_Z$ and the other with $\text{Pos}_\alpha$. Dubois and Prade (see [7]) have proposed a method for extending crisp set theoretic operations to fuzzy sets utilising the notion of $\alpha$-cuts. More specifically if $F: \Omega \rightarrow \mathbb{R}$ then we extend $F$ to fuzzy sets such that for $g$ a fuzzy subset of $\Omega$ we have

$$F(g) = \int_0^1 F(g_y) \, dy$$

Now a possible justification for this definition is as follows. Consider an intelligent agent faced with the problem of calculating the value of some operation on a fuzzy set where that operation has only been defined for crisp sets. One solution to this problem is for the agent to generate a crisp set from the fuzzy set and to apply the operator to this crisp set. Now a possible mechanism by which the agent could generate a corresponding crisp set is...
simply to select a value \( y \), a threshold if you like, at random from \([0, 1]\) according to the uniform distribution on \([0, 1]\) and to take as his crisp set to be the set of all elements in the domain with membership in the fuzzy set greater than or equal to \( y \). That is he selects the \( y \)’th \( \alpha \)-cut of the fuzzy set. Dubois and Prade’s definition then corresponds to the expected response of an agent reasoning according to such a non-deterministic mechanism. 

Now it is well known that Zadeh’s definition of the probability of fuzzy events can be viewed as the extension of a probability measure to fuzzy sets according to the above mechanism (see [6] and [8]). In addition, it is interesting to note that \( Pos_\alpha \) can viewed as an extension of possibility measures to fuzzy sets according to the mechanism discussed above. Indeed, we might consider this interpretation as providing some justification for \( Pos_\alpha \) as a measure of possibility for fuzzy events. 

Suppose then that we apply this method to conditional probability. Of course, here the operator is binary so that in effect our agent must pick two thresholds one for each fuzzy set and in this case we must consider what should be the relationship between the two thresholds. In the following we propose two possible relationships between the thresholds each giving us an alternative definition for the conditional probability of fuzzy events. One possibility is that our agent independently selects two thresholds from \([0, 1]\) at random according to the uniform distribution on \([0, 1]^2\). This would appear to some extent justifiable since because for each fuzzy set the threshold is chosen entirely at random from \([0, 1]\) and is not dependent on the interpretation of the fuzzy set it would seem unreasonable for that threshold to be in any way dependent on some other fuzzy set. This assumption of independence between thresholds yields the following definition of conditional probability of fuzzy events.

\[ \text{Definition 4.1} \]

Let \( X \) be a random variable into \( \Omega \) with probability distribution \( W \) then for \( f \) and \( g \) fuzzy subsets of \( \Omega \)

\[
\text{Prob}^i_W(X \text{ is } f \mid X \text{ is } g) = \\
\frac{\int_0^1 W(f_y \cap g_s) \ dsdy}{W(g_s)} \quad \text{provided this integral exists and is undefined otherwise.}
\]

Now consider \( F : [0, 1]^2 \to [0, 1] \) such that

\[
F(y, s) = \frac{W(f_y \cap g_s)}{W(g_s)}
\]

then clearly

\[
\text{Prob}^i_W(X \text{ is } f \mid X \text{ is } g) \text{ is defined if and only if } F \text{ is lebesgue integrable on } [0, 1]^2.
\]

In particular, this does not hold if \( \exists \varepsilon > 0 \text{ such that } \forall s \in [1 - \varepsilon, 1 + \varepsilon] W(g_s) = 0 \). A consequence of this is that if \( \sup \chi_g(x) < 1 \text{ then } x \in \Omega \)

\[
\text{Prob}^i_W(X \text{ is } f \mid X \text{ is } g) \text{ is undefined for all probability distributions } W.
\]

Note that the superscript \( i \) in the above is used to denote independent threshold.

This definition forms the basis for semantic unification in Fril (see [1], [2] and [3]) which is a logic programming style language with the capability of manipulating both probabilistic and fuzzy uncertainty. It can also be formulated in terms of mass assignments and has a number of desirable properties (see [4] for details). Now, as is shown by the following result, this definition of conditional probability turns out to be consistent with \( Pos_\alpha \).

\[
\text{Theorem 4.2} \quad \text{Let } f \text{ and } g \text{ be fuzzy subsets of } \Omega \text{ and } W \text{ be a probability distribution on } \Omega \text{ such that both } \text{Prob}^i_W(X \text{ is } f \mid X \text{ is } g) \text{ and } Pos_\alpha(X \text{ is } f \mid X \text{ is } g) \text{ are defined then}
\]

\[
\text{Prob}^i_W(X \text{ is } f \mid X \text{ is } g) \leq Pos_\alpha(X \text{ is } f \mid X \text{ is } g)
\]

\[
\text{Proof}
\]
Notice that for any $T \subseteq \Omega$ if $s > \sup_{x \in x} \chi_g(x)$ then $T \cap g_s = \emptyset$ since if $x \in T \cap g_s$ then $\chi_g(x) \geq s$ which is a contradiction.

Therefore,

$$
\begin{align*}
\text{Prob}^1_W(\text{X is } f \mid \text{X is } g) &= 1 - \frac{\int \int W(f_y \cap g_s) dsdy}{\int \int W(g_s) dsdy} \\
&= 1 - \frac{1}{\sup_{x \in f_y} \chi_g(x)} \\
&\leq \sup_{x \in f_y} \chi_g(x)
\end{align*}
$$

However, as illustrated by the following example, $\text{Prob}^1$ is not consistent with $\text{Pos}^1$.

**Example 4.3**

Let $f = a/1 + c/0.4 + b/0.3$ and $g = b/1 + c/0.95 + a/0.35$ be fuzzy subsets of $\Omega = \{a, b, c\}$ and let $X$ be a random variable into $\Omega$ distributed according $W$ such that $W\{a\} = 0.989, W\{b\} = 0.001$ and $W\{c\} = 0.01$ then

$$
\begin{align*}
\text{Prob}^1_W(\text{X is } f \mid \text{X is } g) &= \frac{0.3(0.35)W\{(a, c, b)\} + (0.3)(0.6)W\{(a, c, b)\} + (0.3)(0.05)W\{(a, c, b)\} + (0.1)(0.35)W\{(a, c, b)\} + (0.1)(0.6)W\{(a, c, b)\} + (0.6)(0.3)W\{(a, b, c)\}}{\sup_{x \in f_y} \chi_g(x)} \\
&= 0.4
\end{align*}
$$

In Fril the underlying mechanism for manipulating uncertainty is the support logic calculus (see [1] and [3]) by which a support pair for any statement can be inferred from a knowledge base consisting of facts and rules with associated supports. The method of semantic unification (see [2] and [3]) calculates a support pair for conditional rules of the form $(X \in f \mid X \in g)$ where the upper support corresponds to $\text{Pos}^1(X \in f \mid X \in g)$ and the lower support to $\text{Nec}^1(X \in f \mid X \in g)$.

If a point value support is required Fril calculates $\text{Prob}^c_W(\text{X is } f \mid \text{X is } g)$ where as a default $W$ is assumed to be the uniform distribution.

Now suppose that instead of selecting the threshold for the two fuzzy sets independently our agent selects the same threshold for each so that in effect he selects a single threshold at random from [0,1] according to the uniform distribution on [0,1] and generates both crisp sets relative to this threshold. The motivation for this might be that the agent should select a constant threshold representing his degree of optimism for all fuzzy sets to be acted upon by the operator. The notion of a constant threshold has been discussed in the context of the voting model for fuzzy sets by Baldwin (see [3]) who notes the relationship between this assumption and the choice of min as the conjunction operator for fuzzy sets. According to this constant threshold relationship we have the following definition for conditional probability:

**Definition 4.4**

Let $X$ be a random variable into $\Omega$ with probability distribution $W$ then for $f$ and $g$ fuzzy subsets of $\Omega$

$$
\begin{align*}
\text{Prob}^c_W(\text{X is } f \mid \text{X is } g) &= \frac{1}{\sup_{x \in f_y} \chi_g(x)} \\
&= \frac{\int W(f_y \cap g_s) dsdy}{\int W(g_y) dsdy}
\end{align*}
$$

exists and is undefined otherwise. Now consider $F:[0,1] \rightarrow [0,1]$ such that
be fuzzy subsets so that $c$ and $d$ be such that $0$ is defined we then such that $A \subseteq X$ and $< \min, d$ then $X$ is also $\supmin_c X$, is lebesgue integrable on $X$ and $\int X$ is not consistent with $X$ and $\int$. As with the previous definition this is defined if $X$ $\subseteq X$, is $\supmin_c X$, is lebesgue integrable on $X$ and $\int$, $\int$ and $\int$.

Theorem 4.5
For any fuzzy sets $f$ and $g$ and distribution $W$ such that $\text{Prob}^c_W(X = f|X = g)$ is defined we have that $\text{Prob}^c_W(X = f|X = g) \leq \text{Pos}_X(X = f|X = g)$

Proof
Now $\text{Prob}^c_W(X = f|X = g)$

$$F(y) = \frac{W(f_y \cap g_y)}{W(g_y)} \text{ then clearly}$$

$$\text{Prob}^c_W(X = f|X = g) \text{ is defined if and only if } F \text{ is lebesgue integrable on } [0,1].$$ As with the previous definition this does not hold if $\exists \varepsilon > 0$ such that $\forall y \in [1-\varepsilon, 1+\varepsilon] W(f_y) = 0$ so that $\exists x_c \ni$.

Note that the superscript $c$ in this definition is used to denote constant threshold.

In this case, as is shown by the following result, we have consistency with $\text{Pos}_X$

Example 4.6
Let $f = a / 1 + c/0.4 + b/0.3$ and $g = d / 1 + c/0.2 + c/0.4$ be fuzzy subsets of $\Omega = \{a, b, c, d, e\}$ and $X$ be a random variable into $\Omega$ then $\text{Pos}_X(X = f|X = g) = 0.3 \sup x \in \{a, c\} \chi_g(x) > 0.1(0.4) = 0.16$

Now let $W$ be such that $W(\{c\}) = 0.99$ and $W(\{d\}) = 0.01$ then $\text{Prob}^c_W(X = f|X = g) = 0.2 W(\{a, c, b\}|\{d, c, e\}) + 0.1 W(\{a, c, b\}|\{d, c\}) + 0.1(0.99) + 0.1(0.99) = 0.396$

5 Conclusion
The method of extending set theoretic operations to fuzzy sets proposed in [7] has been used to generate two possible definitions for the conditional probability of fuzzy events each being a consequence of the relationship between thresholds chosen for each fuzzy set. The assumption of independent thresholds provides a definition which is consistent with our alternative notion of possibility for fuzzy events where as if both thresholds are assumed to be equal then we have a definition consistent with Zadeh’s notion (see [11]). It is, of course, a trivial consequence of these consistency results
that both definitions are probability / possibility consistent for crisp events suggesting that they are more justifiable than the widely accepted t-norm definitions.
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